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over the years, supplemented by
We are a trading house established with extensive experience acquired
of the current and future
reliable supply sources and trustworthly customer b se to meet thel'challenges
professional and technical capabilities and to
business environment. our success is inextricably linked to our
our team of highly committed, skilled and trained personnel.
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quality pr:oducts and services, regardless of the
FouR ACES stands for performance, coupled with exceptional
day we think and develop ideas to
complexity or extent of tasks and requirements of our customers. Day after
innovative approch connects you with
meet your logistical, packaging and support services requirements. our
provide end to end supply chaln
lower distribution costs and reduces supply chain complexity. we seamlessly
with precision performance' Our
services, such as warehousing, complete packing and moving services,
different from others, because
passion to serve you transforms ideas into effective solutions. This makes us
the true testimony of a
we uderstand .you better and strongly believe that every satisfied customer is
demanding and competitive, so we push
company,s success story. we know the nature of your business, how
harder to deliver more....

perfection is an infinite journey. Because every step we take is not to meet mere expectations, but to exceed
of excellence. we strongly believe
them. we need to embrace the notion that collaboration is the essence
of everything and
that creating an imaginative and sustainable partnership, bringing together the best
Building a lasting and viable
connecting customers at personal revel is critical to forge ahead in business.
goal'
relationship with our customers in every spectrum of business is our ultimate
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We inspire, facilitate and you achieve
We listen, empower and you aspire
We guide, advise and make things happen and you thrive

world' there are people who can
Your goals and aspirations are within your reach. But in this dynamic
your success'
understand these elements to provide better insight and guidance for
Be it....
Pockoging,
Worehousing, Freight forwording & tronsportotion,
Moving or relocotion,
we at FOUR ACES execute with exceptional care, commitment and astuteness.
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A complete range of exceptional quality packaging materials at highly competitive rates are available
with us for quick deliveries. Just a call away... You name it and we have it.

Highly trained and qualified personnel move your
valuable belongings the way you expect to be
handled, any time anywhere across the globe. No
one can beat our price offers.

We provide warehousing facilities to our valuable customers. A 4000 Sq. ft. warehouse to store goods at
ambient temperature is available at Rashidiya, very near Dubai International airport, terminal 3, for short
or long term periods at very competitive rates.

Four Aces Packaging LLC

FOUR ACES handles inbound/outbound shipments of household goods, personal
effects and commercial cargo by air, sea and land. Our experience, resources and

professional approach ensure our customers total satisfaction.

Four Aces Packaging LLC
P.O.Box 77O9O, Behind Old RTA, Umm Ramool, Rashidiya. Dubai, UAE.
Tel: +971- 4 2515979 - Fax : +97L 4 2524274
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